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This will give a detailed description of what should be in an inventory file.
This file must be created by the user in order to use the aCGHplus package.
The purpose of the inventory file is to give information on each sample. This in-
formaton includes how the sample was scanned, as well as descriptive attributes
for the sample (sex, type, etc).

This file may be created by any text editor such as emacs, excel, etc. It may
contain any number of columns that may be seperated by any type of seperation
character. There first line of data should be names of columns. It is vital to
have this header line.

There are a few standard columns that MUST appear in the header, names
matching exactly (including capitalization):

• sample.ID

• image.name

• load.specs

• image.soft

• design

• default.map

• orientation

• User

sample.ID is a label or identifier for a sample. Sample.ID is not unique,
although it is often the case. Sample.ID’s may be duplicated when a sample has
been run on more than one plateform. Image.name is unique (or it should be).
Image.name is the name of the image analysis flat file for that sample. This
image.name should not include the common suffix/extension of the flat files (i.e
for Imagene would not include 532.txt or 635.txt = mySmpl 532.txt would be-
come mySmpl). The image.name plus the cy.suffix (cy3.suffix/cy5.suffix) of the
sample’s load.specs file should be the name of the image analysis file. load.specs
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should be the path to and name of the sample’s load.spec file. (For details on
the load.spec file see the load.specs vignette/help.file) This file has information
for reading the sample’s image analysis flat files. image.soft is the name of the
image software used to scan the sample. Examples would include but are not
limited to Imagene and Feature Exraction. design may be a name indicating a
specific chip design or the path to and name of a design file that has information
about how the chip was designed (spotted). (see design file vignette/help file)
default.map is the path to and name of the mapping file associated with the
sample. This mapping file gives the names of the spots (BAC/Probes/etc) used
on the chip and their genomic and chromosomal location. (see build map vi-
gnette/help file) orientation is a indication of if the chip was scanned ’normally’
or if it is was flipped. User is a name indicating who used or scanned the chips.
This could be the name of the lab, principle investigator, student, etc.

Again, the file may contain more columns that these eight. Any information
about the samples may be included.

Some times an inventory file has already been created. If an inventory file
is given but it is missing any one of the required columns, there is a function
that will allow the user to add these columns with a value. The value will be
the same for all samples.

Consider an example inventory file:

sample.ID image.name type stage
1 smpl1 image1 1 3
2 smpl2 image2 0 1
3 smpl3 image3 1 2

This has sample.ID, image.name, and load.specs that are required but is lacking
image.soft, design, orientation, default.map, and User. It also has additional
columns type and stage. The convert.old.inv.R will take this original inventory
and create a required inventory which will contain all required columns and any
additional columns the user wishes to include and it will create a supplimental
inventory of any additional columns that were in the original inventory but the
user did not specify to include in the required inventory. This supplimental
inventory may be included any any time to the program generated aCGH or
aCGHroster objects.

The convert.old.R function has the following arguemnts:

convert.old.inv.R(fname.input,
fname.output,
input.inv.sep=",",
output.inv.sep=",",
default.load.specs,
default.image.soft,
default.design,
default.orientation,
default.map,
default.User=NA,
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reqd.cols=c("sample.ID","image.name","hyb.date",
"load.specs","image.soft","design",
"default.map","sex","orientation",
"User","sample.type","comment"))

fname.input is the name of the current inventory file that needs to be updated
with required fields, and input.inv.sep is the seperation character for that inven-
tory file. fname.output is the base of the name of the output files created. This
name will be the root of a .rqd.inv and a .add.inv file (i.e fname.output=myfile
would create a myfile.rqd.inv and myfile.add.inv file). output.inv.sep is the
seperation character that will be used to create the two output files. All the
defaults, default.X, need to be assign a value by the user. If the required column
is not found in the original inventory, a column with that name is added to the
inventory and every sample gets assigned the value given as the arguement. So
if there is no design column in the original inventory, a design colum is created
and the value of default.design is assign to every sample. reqd.cols determines
which columns are included in the .rqd.inv file. The user may include any num-
ber of additional columns besides the required eight. Any columns that are
in the original file but are not specified in this reqd.cols list will be written to
the .add.inv file. These values are not orginally included with the data but the
file exists for reference; this supplimental inventory may be added to the re-
quired inventory at any time. In our example inventory we had two additional
columns type and stage. We will keep stage as a required column and type as a
supplimental column.

> convert.old.inv.R(fname.input = "sample.inv", fname.output = "exmpl",

+ input.inv.sep = ",", output.inv.sep = ",", default.load.specs = "config.files/myloadspecs",

+ default.image.soft = "Imagene", default.design = "mydesign",

+ default.orientation = 0, default.map = "RData/HB19Kv2.RData",

+ default.User = "me", reqd.cols = c("sample.ID", "image.name",

+ "load.specs", "image.soft", "design", "default.map",

+ "orientation", "User", "stage"))

This call produces exmpl.rqd.inv:

sample.ID image.name load.specs image.soft design
1 smpl1 image1 config.files/myloadspecs Imagene mydesign
2 smpl2 image2 config.files/myloadspecs Imagene mydesign
3 smpl3 image3 config.files/myloadspecs Imagene mydesign

default.map orientation User stage
1 RData/HB19Kv2.RData 0 me 3
2 RData/HB19Kv2.RData 0 me 1
3 RData/HB19Kv2.RData 0 me 2

and exmpl.add.inv:

sample.ID image.name type
1 smpl1 image1 1
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2 smpl2 image2 0
3 smpl3 image3 1

The inventory that would be used for loading in samples would therefore be
the exmpl.rqd.inv. As mentioned above, image.name should be unique for all
samples. We have created a check that will test this case. If there are duplicate
image.names, the sample entry will be removed from the inventory file and places
it in a new file . It would be up to the user to manually include whichever entry
is accurate for the sample. This function is utilized by the following call:

> checkInv(file = "exmpl.rqd.inv", sep = ",", outfile = NA, duplicate.file = "Duplicate.inv")

Check passed! No duplicate entries
saving new inventory exmpl.rqd.inv

File and sep indicate the inventory file in question and the seperation character
for the file. outfile is the name of the file that will be produced without the
duplicate entries; if left NA the current file name, in this case exmpl.rqd.inv, is
used. duplicate.file is the name of the file created where all duplicate entries are
placed.

If there were duplicate entries found, the outfile of this function should be
used for the load-in process of the aCGHplus package.
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